
SERVICE DESK ANALYTICS

- THE STORY -



Problem | Service 
Manager

Service managers must 
efficiently allocate their 
resources (teams & time 
efforts) to the issues that 
arise within the 
organization while 
delivering maximum 
service



The resulting topics vary 
within the organization both 
in the frequency of 
occurrence and the required 
depth of processing per 
location / organizational unit

With every level used 
(1st > 2nd > 3rd) the costs as 
well as the answer and 
solution times increase



In order to be able to initiate measures, the service manager must, in 
addition to the multi-dimensional distributions, also have an 
overview of how the issues and expenses have developed over time



▪ With previous on-board resources such multi-
dimensional requirements can not be 
detected, recognized, optimized and tracked 
after initiating measures

▪ With Service Desk Analytics, Matrix42 
introduces a business intelligence solution 
that can answer such analytical questions and 
provide the service manager with a holistic 
view of the effectiveness and efficiency of 
their help desk



An analytical database provides answers to 
questions and enables decisions and 
optimizations

▪ Where do the efforts in the organization go?
▪ Where in the organization do 20% of the 

tickets cost 80% on which topics?
▪ Which roles are overloaded?
▪ Which topics should be trained per level to 

be able to handle a level earlier?
▪ Does the backlog actually grow?

VALUE 
PROPOSITION



SUCCESS AS A SERVICE // SUCCESS SCORING

▪ Define SUCCESS CRITERIA with Service Desk Analytics

▪ Did the initiated measures show the desired success?

▪ Where can be optimized?

▪ Are the expenses well distributed? Are the solution 

times within reasonable limits?

▪ Do we cover all topics in the required depth?

Recognize and leverage hidden optimization potentials 
based on data flows!

„You
can‘t

manage
what you
can‘t

measure“

[Peter Drucker]



Additional information

▪ https://marketplace.matrix42.com/product/
service-desk-analytics/

▪ ServiceDeskAnalytics@matrix42.com
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Architecture



Excursus // Calculation of Expenses

▪ This month, 100 new tickets have been opened and 90 closed. Makes 
90% closing rate, right?

▪ No. Conventional reporting would do so. In truth, another 100 tickets 
in progress have been re-routed, edited by experts, returned and still 
ongoing. In other words, expenses were generated that are not 
covered by conventional reporting. We call this new measure TICKETS 
ALIVE which reflects all tickets that somehow consumed effort.

▪ Correct: 90 closed tickets / (100 new + 100 further processed) = 
dissolution rate of 45%



Excursus // Calculation
of Expenses

▪ If a ticket changes the STATUS, the 
CATEGORY or the ROLE responsible, Service 
Desk Analytics determines the previous 
effort [TIME-TO]. Similarly, the effort is 
incurred, which is incurred until the next 
occurring event [TIME-IN]

▪ As a result, Service Desk Analytics knows all 
the efforts incurred per processing phase, 
topic and respective team and stores them 
in a multi-dimensional BI data cube.



Excursus // Calculation
of Expenses

▪ The database of Service Desk Analytics is the 
Matrix42 history - there, all data and events that 
occur during the day are recorded & updated

▪ Service Desk Analytics uses a built-in ETL (Extract 
> Transform > Load) engine that orchestrates 
data transformations and sets the results into 
business context

▪ The calculation engine performs the calculation 
of numerous KPIs, averages, median values and 
determination of success scores



Event Status Role Category Time-To-Status Time-In-Status

Ticket Created 200
New

26
Service Desk

114
Service Desk

-
0.0277
40 min

Ticket In Progress

202
In Progress

0.0277
40 min

0.0062
9 min

Ticket Assigned

71
Workplace > Mail

- -

Ticket Accepted
201
Assigned 13

Operations

0.0340
49 min

0.0236
34 min

Ticket Closed 204
Closed

0.0576
1h 23 min

-

EVENT-DRIVEN ARCHITECTURE
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